Salient CRGT’s Voyager™ CommandTRACKER solution, built using the Voyager Mobility Studio, supports real-time tracking of Motorola GPS-enabled portable and mobile radio units providing a unified view of all assets. Visualize immediate situational awareness in a web browser by tracking security, emergency management, public safety and law enforcement personnel – all delivered over your existing Astro 25 Integrated Voice and Data Network.

Voyager CommandTRACKER integrates with virtually any mapping data source allowing agencies to leverage the investment and operational knowledge of existing GIS systems for an enhanced common operating picture.

- Military force protection
- Emergency services
- Public safety
- Police and security

**Full Featured GPS Solution**
- Common operating picture
- Enhanced situational awareness
- Increased safety and security
- Real-time decision making

**Real-Time Tracking**
- Variable and configurable refresh modes
- Immediate location updating
- Multiple data elements tracked

**Customizable Asset Groups**
- Voyager GPS
- Ad-hoc for "on the fly" events

**Geo-Fencing Alerts**
- Event driven
- Configurable refresh rates

**Playback**
- History for investigation and reporting
- Breadcrumb trails